THEORETICS.	15
I * have explained in conjunction with R. W. Moore. The
whole idea will bo hero predicated and developed.
Without laying too much stress upon the most modern
view, that of regarding electricity atomieally by means of the
idea, of electrons, all known phenomena justify us in dealing
with positive and negative electrical quantities as with chemic-
ally active masses, and applying to them the principles of reac-
tion kinetics.
The ions are accordingly chemical compounds, so to speak,
of atoms and electrons.
The process in an electrolysis is the following: The ions
migrate to the electrodes, the cations to the cathode and the
unions to the anode*. This takes place as soon an they come
within such proximity of the electrodes that a neutralisation
of the electricity can occur. Wo, are justified in assuming that
this phenomenon takes place on the border line between, the
metal and the* solution in such a manner that the ions touch the
electrode, strike* against it, but without being on the, electrode;
the discharge of the* ions will occur in an extremely thin layer
immediately above the surface of the electrode. In the case
of elementary ions, this discharging process yields free ele-
mentary atoms of great affinity; complex ions give very react-
ive* groupH which are unnaturated and possess "free" val-
encen, mid hence are very prone to react further.
The .supposition of such a discharge which, precedes, the
deposition is not arbitrary, but necessary. The supposition
that the discharge does not take place on the electrodes but at
the latter, Heornn at firot Home what arbitrary. However, the
behavior of attackable cathodes proves conclusively that
the discharge cannot occur on the electrode. We also arrive
at formulas which conform to the observations, if we suppose
that the discharged but not yet liberated ions obey the laws
of osmotic pressure, i.e. the laws governing gases. Thin fact
clear, and agrees with our knowledge of the matter,
if the discharged ions are in a liquid layer, no matter how thin
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